Frequently Asked Questions for Viewing Scores in Parent Portal

What subjects will be in Parent Portal for my child this year?
There will only be scores (1-4) for math and English Language Arts in 2016-17. This will be on-going throughout the year. Other subject areas and work habits will be populated at the reporting period.

Will I still see a report card?
Teachers will post student progress reports in Parent Portal in the middle of October, the beginning of January, the middle of March and at the end of the school year.

What if I don’t see a score for a certain standard or assignment?
Remember that not all standards have been taught or will have evidence at this point in time. Some assignments may not have a score. No score, unless otherwise noted, means this wasn’t an evidence collection point for your child. As we personalize your child's learning journey, we know that students may need different ways to demonstrate their learning.

Why is my child’s progress going up and down on the same standard?
As our school year progresses, the complexity of the standards being taught increases. This dip in progress shows that your child is experiencing new learning. These points in time are great places to ask your child what new learning has happened at school.